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Abstract This article presents a comprehensive frame-

work for determining the location of road weather infor-

mation system (RWIS) stations over a regional road

network. In the proposed methodology, the region is divi-

ded into a grid of equal-sized zones which are considered

as the minimum spatial unit for allocating a candidate set

of RWIS stations. These zones are ranked according to a

set of pre-specified criteria that reflect the needs for, and

potential benefits from, real-time road weather information,

including road surface temperature variability, precipita-

tion, network traffic, and collision patterns. A case study

based on the existing RWIS network in the province of

Ontario was conducted to illustrate the major features of

the proposed method and evaluate the implications of

alternative location selection criteria. The findings of the

study suggest that it is feasible to develop a systematic

process for locating RWIS stations using an integrated

location criterion to capture multiple factors being con-

sidered in practice. The study has also revealed the need to

establish quantitative models for estimating the benefit of

real-time information from RWIS stations, which is the

foundation of a cost–benefit-based RWIS location optimi-

zation model.

Keywords RWIS � Road surface temperature � Accident

rate � Traffic volume � Location selection criteria

1 Introduction

Accurate and timely information on road weather and

surface conditions (RSC) in winter seasons is a necessity

for road authorities to optimize their winter maintenance

operations and improve the safety and mobility of the

traveling public. One of the primary tools for acquiring this

information is a road weather information system (RWIS).

The term RWIS is generally used to describe a system

consisting of many environmental sensors placed at the

roadside or in the roadway, connected together for col-

lecting real-time local atmospheric and pavement condi-

tions information [1]. Data collected by these series of

sensors are subsequently examined and/or manipulated,

and utilized in generating site-specific road weather and

condition forecasts. With such information, hazardous

highway segments are flagged to alert maintenance per-

sonnel for prompt maintenance operations, which in turn

could effectively reduce salt usage and, thus, detrimental

effect on the environment [2]. Furthermore, RWIS is

essential for some innovative snow- and ice-control strat-

egies such as direct liquid application (DLA, i.e., de-icing

and anti-icing), and fixed automated spray technology

(FAST) [3]. More importantly, some prior studies have

shown that localized road weather and condition informa-

tion from RWIS can produce direct benefits of reduced

costs because of, for instance, efficient use of labor,

materials, and equipment for WRM operations [4]. More-

over, there are also some indirect benefits of using RWIS

information. For instance, motorists can save their travel

time and reduce fuel consumption from the enhanced
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traffic signal timing, and can also be warned of real-time

hazards from dynamic warning systems [5].

Acknowledging these potential and perceived benefits of

RWIS, many transportation agencies have invested mil-

lions of dollars in establishing their current RWIS network

and continue expanding their network for better winter

maintenance decision support and traveler information

provision. While effective in providing real-time informa-

tion on road weather and surface conditions, RWIS stations

are expensive to install and operate, and therefore can only

be deployed at a limited number of locations. Considering

the vast road network varied conditions of which need to be

constantly monitored locally and regionally during winter

weather events, RWIS stations must be placed strategically

so that they can collectively provide informative inputs

required for accurate estimation of the road weather and

surface conditions of the whole highway network.

There are a few studies conducted previously, which

have attempted to determine the location of RWIS stations

at the regional level. Eriksson and Norrman [6] undertook a

study on optimally locating RWIS stations in Sweden where

they identified conditions hazardous to road transport as a

criterion for locating RWIS stations. In their study, they

identified 10 different slipperiness types using one winter

season of RWIS data, and linearly regressed each type with

location attributes including latitude, longitude, elevation,

distance to coast , etc. With the resulting regression model,

they mapped out the occurrences of each slipperiness type

over the entire study area. Candidate RWIS sites were

recommended based on the estimated slipperiness counts

and four different landuse groups. Although the proposed

method in that study seems to provide a good reference for

analysis of station locations with respect to various loca-

tional attributes and landuse types, it is a heuristic approach

considering only one location criterion—road weather

condition. In addition, those authors did not provide much

explanations/justifications as to how their four landuse

groups such as forest/water, open/water, forest, and open

areas were determined. Such categorization schemes can be

deemed subjective and thus scientifically less persuasive.

World Weather Watch [7] conducted a study involving a

climatological analysis for the purpose of optimizing the

RWIS station locations. The study extensively reviewed

micrometeorological variations by investigating local

physiography, topography, temperature, and snowfall pre-

cipitation amount within the study area. The study also

took into account the hotspots identified by the mainte-

nance personnel which require regular monitoring. By

combining all those factors, a list of high-risk sites are

identified as the recommended locations for new RWIS

stations in the region. A similar yet more inclusive study

was carried out by Alberta Department of Transportation in

collaboration with AECOM and Telvent, in which they

proposed a sound approach to determine the location and

density of RWIS stations, by identifying and analyzing the

RWIS-deficient regions (RDR), and by following general

budget guidelines, respectively [8]. Their approach consists

of two components namely macro and micro assessments.

In the macro-assessment phase, the authors took several

factors into account when determining the RDR such as

traffic loads, accident rates, climatic zones, availability of

meteorological information, and discussions with regional

road maintenance personnel, and key stakeholders. In the

micro-assessment phase, among the selected subset of

potential new RWIS locations, a final site was selected by

conducting detailed field visits to ensure their suitability

and feasibility (e.g., appropriate sensor selection/configu-

ration, budget, access to power, etc.) for installing a new

RWIS station.

These past studies, while logical in methodology, lack

scientific and systematic formulation of justification on

how all those factors/criteria are put together to determine

the potential high-risk sites. More importantly, both studies

had failed to provide a clear linkage between the consid-

ered criteria and the purposes of RWIS stations. For

instance, the latter study included accident rates as one of

their potential location selection criteria, but did not

establish a solid rationale as to why such a criterion should

be given a priority when choosing a new location. In other

words, what is the relationship between the accident rate

and the availability of a RWIS station? Without a valid

justification/explanation on why each location selection

criterion is considered and utilized, incorporation of such

selection criteria in the studies cannot be legitimized.

Currently, majority of provincial and municipal trans-

portation agencies do not have a systematic approach for

determining the suitable RWIS locations, but rather rely

heavily on the experience of regional/local maintenance

personnel. According to the survey conducted for synthe-

sizing the current best practices on how RWIS stations are

deployed, most respondents claimed to consider different

weather zones, which are the areas with historically heavy

snow, high wind, low-lying road segments, etc. As for the

non-weather-related factors, they would mainly consider

collision rate, traffic loads, frequency of WRM operations,

and road class. All the information is put together through a

series of face-to-face meetings with key stakeholders and

field experts to narrow down various candidate locations to

a manageable size and decide based on the budget avail-

ability. Finding a resolution through this process is labo-

rious and time-consuming one thereby requiring greater

manpower.

As described above, past efforts and current practices for

determining the location of RWIS stations have several

limitations. In particular, what constitutes a good RWIS

location? What location selection criteria should be
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included in the analysis for determining the potential RWIS

stations? What are the pros and cons of these criteria used

for locating RWIS stations? How easily can the RWIS

station location scheme be applied, adopted, and utilized by

the RWIS network expansion planners? These questions

represent the main concern of this study.

The main objective of this study is to construct a sys-

tematic approach/framework for determining the candidate

RWIS station location. The article is organized as follows.

The first section presents an introduction to the topic under

review. The second section discusses several criteria for

identifying a ‘‘good’’ location of RWIS stations that are

also used as a basis of location-ranking criteria in this

study. The third section describes the proposed methodol-

ogy to be undertaken in this study. Analysis and evaluation

of considered criteria using a case study based on Ontario

RWIS network are presented in the fourth section. The last

section is composed of conclusions and recommendations

for future study.

2 Regional location selection criteria

It is critical to clearly define the criteria that can be used to

measure the ‘‘goodness’’ of a location for installing a

RWIS station. To identify the criteria, we must start with

determining the values or benefits of RWIS stations. As

discussed previously, RWIS stations are installed to collect

real-time RSC data, and their values are reflected in the use

of these RWIS data, including improved mobility and

safety (i.e., beneficial for motorists), and reduced winter

road maintenance (WRM) costs and salt usage (i.e., ben-

eficial for agency and environment). These benefits are the

basis for the criteria defined in the following section.

2.1 Weather-related factors

Intuitively, RWIS stations should be installed in areas that

experience severe yet, less-predictable weather patterns,

which thus need real-time monitoring the most. Therefore,

it is important to analyze the spatial distribution patterns of

some critical weather variables such as temperature and

precipitation. For example, the variability of surface tem-

perature (VST) and mean surface temperature (MST) are

important factors to be considered as they can provide a

definite measure of how much the surface temperature

would vary over time and space. Late November to early

December is the time of year with the highest probabilities

of having black-ice or frost. The higher elevation and

greater distance away from large water bodies can both

contribute to generating colder surface temperatures. This

gradually leads to a period of longer winter months with

higher likelihood of having frost on road surface, and thus

exposes motorists to great danger.

Snowfall amount is another important factor as it makes

logical sense that a RWIS station needs to be situated in

areas where snowfalls occur frequently. This is particularly

true when, having a better monitoring capability can intu-

itively increase mobility and safety by performing a more

prompt WRM operation [4]. Hence, these three weather

factors are included in the analysis for selecting a good

location of a RWIS station.

2.2 Traffic-related factors

The benefits received by RWIS can intuitively increase by

placing them in locations where a greater number of trav-

eling publics can be served. For this reason, many trans-

portation agencies are inclined to incorporate macro-level

traffic criteria such as collisions, traffic volume, and

highway type (HT) [1, 2]. A recent study conducted by

Greening et al. [9] showed that a well-maintained RWIS

network would in fact reduce the accident rates by a sig-

nificant amount, which in turn would bring huge savings.

Notwithstanding the fact that they ignored other con-

founding factors such as a general vehicle technology

advancement, which could also have led to the reduction of

accident rates, their study clearly demonstrated that the use

of RWIS information could potentially prevent accidents

by prompt WRM operations. Furthermore, the survey

dedicated to providing the current practices of deploying a

RWIS system showed that more than 60 % of DOTs who

participated would also consider highway class along with

collision rate and traffic volume. Their intension for taking

highway class into account is similar to considering traffic

volume in the context of providing benefits to more number

of road users. As such, the three traffic-related factors

mentioned above are included as location selection criteria

in this study.

3 Methodology

In this section, the methodology undertaken to carry out the

analysis is briefly described.

Figure 1 shows a flowchart of the proposed method for

analyzing and evaluating different location selection cri-

teria for choosing an ideal RWIS station location. As

shown in the figure, the first step is to divide the region

under investigation into a grid of equal-sized zones (i.e.,

cells) which are assumed to be the minimum spatial unit for

allocating a candidate set of RWIS locations. Once the grid

covering the entire study area is created, then major road

segments, including highways and arterials, are superim-

posed onto the grid in such a way that only the cells
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containing the road segments can be selected for further

analysis. This step helps one single out only the candidate

locations of RWIS stations from all cells, reducing the

degree of complexity by having only the ‘‘important’’ cells

in the analysis and evaluation phases. Six different criteria

are prepared, processed and/or modeled (a point that will

be discussed later in this article), and are then used to

assign an averaged unique value to each cell in the grid

such that each cell can be readily ranked to determine

‘‘more’’ or ‘‘less’’ important sites. Finally, these ranked

location criteria are evaluated using Ontario’s current

RWIS network.

4 Case study

4.1 Ontario RWIS network

Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) installed its first

RWIS station in 1991 as a research and development

project. Over the years, the number of stations has

increased, mostly in the southern part of Ontario where the

road network is the most dense. Since then, the benefits of

RWIS being an effective tool for proactively deploying

WRM operation have been recognized [2]. As such, MTO

installed additional 85 stations between 2001 and 2004 in a

series of three phases. Phase 1 (25 stations) primarily

focused on installing along the key economic corridors

(i.e., Hwy 401, 400, and 417), whereas Phases 2 and 3 (60

stations) focused on installing stations in the areas where

larger gaps previously existed in both the northern and the

southern parts. MTO has been expanding the network each

year and currently has a total of 140 RWIS stations as

depicted in Fig. 2. Figure 2 shows black pushpins and red

lines representing the location of individual RWIS stations

and the Ontario highway network, respectively. The figure

also shows a grid of equal-sized cells each having an area

of 50 9 50 km2. This spatial resolution was decided based

on the survey, which revealed that the most provinces and

states would typically keep a distance of 40–50 km

between two stations. However, it is important to note that

such a criterion is not a requirement, and can vary

according to the needs.

As described earlier, the road network is used as a

constraint to extract only the matching cells as the other

cells that do not match cannot have a RWIS station (e.g., a

cell covering, for instance, the lake is not considered as a

potential candidate site).

Fig. 1 Flowchart of evaluating alternatives for choosing a RWIS station location
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4.2 Data preparation and analysis of the location

selection criteria

4.2.1 Modeling of VST and MST

The two dependent variables of interest are VST and MST,

which can be defined by calculating the standard deviation of

surface temperature, and the average of minimum surface

temperature, respectively, using multiple-year data. The

environmental variables (i.e., auxiliary information) used in

this study include latitude (lat), longitude (long), elevation

(elev), distance from water (dw), and relative topography (RT1,

RT3, and RT5). The justification for choosing such variables

are that latitude is expected to affect the spatial variation of

surface temperature, whereas longitude may capture the

influence of winds. Elevation in meters above mean sea level

could be linked to the VST (e.g., the higher the elevation,

lower the temperature), and distance from large water bodies,

the Euclidean distance in kilometers, represents the degree of

continentality [6]. Finally, relative topography is included to

describe the exposure, and is calculated by taking the differ-

ence in elevation between each station location and an average

of pixels within the respective radius range (e.g., 1, 3, and

5 km). Since the monthly variation of surface temperature can

vary significantly from one month to another, the two

dependent variables, VST and MST, are modeled on a

monthly basis. Owing to data unavailability and deficiency,

3-year surface temperature data collected during 2006–2008

from a total of 45 Ontario RWIS stations for the month of

January are used for modeling. ArcGIS 10.1 is used as a base

platform for this study, where digital elevation model (DEM)

with 1-km spatial resolution as well as water layers including

lakes and sea are utilized to obtain the aforementioned aux-

iliary information. Once all the required information has been

obtained, SPSS is used to perform the multiple linear regres-

sion (MLR) analysis with all variables being tested at the 5 %

significance level. The resulting equations for two dependent

variables are as follows:

VST ¼ 0:403ðlatÞ þ 0:076ðlongÞ þ 0:161ðdiswÞ
� 0:011ðRT5Þ � 5:974;

R2 ¼ 72:2%

ð1Þ

MST ¼ �2:398ðlatÞ � 0:518ðlongÞ � 0:016ðelevÞ
þ 0:296ðdiswÞ � 0:049ðRT3Þ þ 61:937;

R2 ¼ 88:3 %

ð2Þ

To construct the continuous surface to be used later for

evaluating different alternatives, a similar approach is

undertaken to extract all the required auxiliary information

from all available cells, where the above calibrated

equations are used to calculate both VST and MST

values for each cell. Figure 3 shows the VST and MST

maps. Note that only the cells that contain roads are used

for analysis as previously described.

From Eqs. (1) and (2), it can be clearly seen that all

regression coefficients make intuitive sense. For instance,

latitude, longitude, and distance to water have a positive

correlation with VST implying that as values of each

Fig. 2 Current Ontario RWIS Network with 140 stations
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parameter increase, so does the VST. It is true particularly

during colder months that surface temperature would likely

vary at a greater range at high latitude regions. Further-

more, VST is likely higher as it moves into deeper conti-

nents which are typically more mountainous causing a

larger temperature variation. These phenomena are

explained graphically in Fig. 3 (left) that VST cells in

southern regions and/or nearby lakes tend to exhibit less

variation compared with other cells. As for the MST, all the

regression coefficients except for distance to water are

found to be negative. This is observed since the minimum

surface temperature would drop as it moves to the northern

regions with higher elevations. Notice that MST can vary

by a significant amount (*20 �C) between the northern-

most and southernmost cells in Fig. 3 (right). A positive

correlation of distance to water represents that as it moves

away from water, temperature would likely drop because of

the lack of significant water bodies nearby [10].

4.2.2 Processing and integration of other location

selection criteria

4.2.2.1 Precipitation (snowfall) Distribution of precipi-

tation amounts, particularly of snowfall amounts must

thoroughly be investigated to determine the regions where

heavy snowfalls are likely to occur so that recommenda-

tions for RWIS stations can be made accordingly. This can

be done by analyzing the long-term historical snowfall

observations. Daymet is an online weather data archive

where daily surface weather and climatological summaries

are available for public use [11]. Snow-water-equivalent

(SWE), which describes the amount of water contained

within the snowpack expressed in kg/m2, is estimated such

that biases in shortwave radiation estimates related to

multiple reflections between the surface and atmosphere

are reduced [12]. The average annual summary maps for

SWE are obtained for periods from 2001 and 2005 cov-

ering the entire North America. Since these files came in a

raster format, 5-year map is generated by taking a sum of

all available SWE layers using ArcGIS 10.1. Once all the

maps have been combined and averaged, each cell is

assigned with the corresponding SWE value (i.e., sum of

all SWE data within each cell) for the entire grid. In Fig. 4,

it can be seen that central regions seem to have the most

snowfalls, and the amounts are being gradually diminished

as it moves to outer regions. The farthest southern regions

appeared to have the least amount of snow.

4.2.2.2 Traffic volume (WADT), accident rate (WAR), and

highway type (HT) It was emphasized earlier that a RWIS

station should be located in places where traffic volumes and

accident rates are high such that the benefits to road users can

be maximized. This reasoning can also be applied to HT

where higher classes of highways should be given a priority

when installing a RWIS station. For this reason, winter

average daily traffic (WADT), winter accident rate (WAR),

and HT have been collected and processed to be imple-

mented as RWIS location selection criteria. Traffic infor-

mation management is centered at the MTO-provided data

for the 2000–2010 provincial highways winter traffic vol-

umes and accident numbers along with highway class, all of

which are geocoded with linear highway-referencing system

(LHRS). LHRS can be defined as a location-referencing

method to easily identify a specific location with respect to a

known point [13]. MTO currently has a total of 2,588 geo-

coded locations across the province as shown in Fig. 5a.

With these geocoded locations, WADT data have been

mapped onto the grid where the data are averaged and

Fig. 3 Processed VST (left) and MST (right) Maps
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assigned to the corresponding cells. WAR used in the anal-

ysis is defined as the number of reportable accidents occur-

ring during winter months on a particular highway section for

every million vehicle kilometers (MVK) traveled on that

section during the same period, and can be expressed as

WAR ¼ Accident Number ðWANÞ
WADT�212�Section Length in kmÞ

1;000;000

� � ð3Þ

Representative section lengths for all geocoded points are

used when calculating WAR. As for HT, four different types

that are currently being used and have been classified by

MTO are used. Following the similar approach of the other

traffic dataset, HT data have been first geocoded using the

LHRS, and then the averaged values are assigned to each

cell. Figure 5b–d depicts the processed WAR, WADT, and

HT, respectively. Note that all these three figures are

classified by 10 equal intervals. As can be seen in the

figure, WAR and WADT data are appeared to share some

common traits that there are many number of ‘‘high-risk’’

cells in the southern region for having relatively heavier

traffic loads and higher accident rates. This makes a logical

sense that increase in exposure would likely increase the

number of accidents. On the other hand, northern regions

consist of many low-valued cells indicating that they are less

important when considering traffic as a location criterion.

Similar conclusions can be drawn by analyzing the HT figure

that a great number of high-class highways are situated in the

southern region suggesting the needs of RWIS stations.

4.3 Evaluation of alternatives

In this section, different alternatives are evaluated by

applying them to ‘‘relocate’’ Ontario’s existing 140 RWIS

stations and comparing the results to their current locations.

For each alternative, the candidate cells are sorted based on

their values of the given selection criterion in a descending

order and the top 140 cells are identified accordingly as the

new best locations based on that alternative. The percent of

cells (locations) matched is calculated as a performance

measure.

Before the evaluation, a correlation analysis has been

carried out to resolve any possible occurrence of multi-

collinearity, which could essentially affect and thus pro-

duce biased results when two or more factors are added.

Spearman’s coefficient of rank correlation, denoted as q is

a nonparametric measure of statistical dependence between

any two ranked variables, which are assumed to have a

monotonic relationship. Its product ranges between -1 and

1, indicative of strong negative and positive correlations,

respectively. As such, this method was used to assess the

correlation with other location selection criteria under

analysis. The equation for Spearman’s rank correlation

coefficient is expressed as [14]

q ¼ 1 � 6
P

d2
i

nðn2 � 1Þ ð4Þ

where di is a difference in paired rank; and n is a total

number of cases, which in our case is 377 (i.e., a total

number of cells in the grid). Table 1 summarizes the

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients for all the vari-

ables considered in this study.

As anticipated (from a visual inspection of the earlier

figures), VST and MST, and WAR and WADT are found to

be moderately correlated. Such findings are reasonable

since, for example, the rate of accident would vastly be

influenced by the number of travelers, or vice versa. The

Fig. 4 Five annual average SWE maps (left) and the 5-year Average SWE map (right)
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fact that VST and MST are positively correlated indicates

that when MST is lower, its variability would be higher. It

is interesting to see some degree of correlation between

WADT and MST. This is probably because the low MST

values are present mostly in the northern regions whereas a

majority of high WADT values appear in the southern

regions. Hence, two weather factors of VST and SWE, and

two traffic factors of WAR and HT are considered for the

evaluation.

4.3.1 Alternative 1: weather factors combined

Two pre-defined weather factors namely VST and SWE are

used to evaluate the current RWIS network in the province

of Ontario. VST values in each cell have been added to the

corresponding cell of SWE. Note that both factors are

normalized with a range between 0 and 1 to eliminate any

potential bias. Figure 6 describes the result of the com-

bined location selection criteria. It also shows the current

Fig. 5 a LHRS, b WAR, c WADT, and d HT

Table 1 Spearman’s rank

correlation coefficients
VST MST SWE HT WAR WADT

VST 1 0.643638 0.194449 -0.42406 -0.4318 -0.43333

MST – 1 0.298177 -0.46556 -0.50343 -0.54187

SWE – – 1 -0.12457 -0.16166 -0.1729

HT – – – 1 0.39289 0.351165

WAR – – – – 1 0.555482

WADT – – – – – 1
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Ontario RWIS stations that have been superimposed on the

map. Highlighted cells represent the top 140 cells that are

recommended as potential RWIS station locations.

As can be seen in the figure, a map generated by com-

bining two weather factors suggests a potential RWIS site

to be in the middle to upper part of the region, where VST

and SWE are also found to be significant in those regions.

A percent of matching is found to be 24 % by having 33

cells matched with the actual locations of the existing

RWIS stations. Notice that there are many cells in the

central regions (i.e., highlighted cells) where no RWIS

stations are there to monitor the highly varying weather

conditions with historically heavy snowfall events. From

this analysis, it can be stated that the current RWIS location

setting is less susceptible to capturing the variability of

weather conditions.

4.3.2 Alternative 2: traffic factors combined

A second alternative contains the two predetermined traf-

fic-related factors namely WAR and HT. Figure 7 illus-

trates the proposed 140 locations of RWIS stations when

considering the traffic factors only. Notice that the map

now focuses more on the areas where high accident rates/

highway class exist. This alternative suggests that almost

all southern parts of the province should have RWIS sta-

tions installed while most parts in the northern region are

left uncovered. Ninety-three of the 140 existing RWIS

stations (66 %) would be located at the same sites based on

this alternative. Such a high matching rate should not be

viewed as an indication that this location criterion is the

best; instead, it should rather be considered as an indication

that these factors are most heavily weighted in Ontario’s

current RWIS location practice.

4.3.3 Alternative 3: weather and traffic factors combined

A third alternative is proposed by combining both

weather and traffic factors to balance out the deficiencies

and limitations of alternatives 1 and 2. Figure 8 shows

the proposed 140 locations where RWIS stations are

recommended to be sited when considering all four

factors previously explained. A visual inspection of the

result shows that the identified cells are well distributed

over the entire province. The percent of matching for

alternative 3 is found to be smaller (i.e., 57 %) than that

of alternative 2. However it is worthwhile to emphasize

that such a number is based on the evaluation with

respect to the current locations of Ontario RWIS stations,

and thus does not provide an absolute measure of the

performance. While the current RWIS setting is able to

provide a reasonably good coverage on both traffic and

weather factors, the large difference between the two

suggests that the RWIS stations may not have been

located optimally.

5 Conclusions

In this study, a general framework for choosing the location

of a RWIS station at a regional level has been developed.

Several location selection criteria are proposed on the basis

of scientific and/or rational justifications that they would, to

a certain extent, help us delineate good RWIS locations.

Fig. 6 Alternative 1 with the

two weather factors combined
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Three weather factors considered include VST, MST,

and snow water equivalent (SWE), of which VST and MST

are modeled by taking into account the several locational

attributes. WADT, WAR, and HT are also considered

under the rationale that serving a higher number of trav-

eling publics would provide more benefits. After confirm-

ing the multicollinearity between the considered variables,

a total of three location selection alternatives have been

developed: alternatives 1 and 2 take into account two

weather factors, VST and SWE; and two traffic factors,

WAR and HT, respectively. Alternative 3 is a combination

of alternatives 1 and 2. These alternatives are used to

evaluate the current Ontario RWIS network. A percent of

matching is utilized as an evaluation metric for bench-

marking the current location setting. The findings have

revealed that the alternative 1 is more focused on the

northern region comprising of highly varying weather

conditions with 24 % matching rate, while the alternative 2

is more focused on the southern region with heavy traffic

loads with 66 % matching rate. The high matching rate of

the alternative 2 indicates that the current RWIS network

has been set up in such way that it predominantly considers

Fig. 7 Alternative 2 with the

two traffic factors combined

Fig. 8 Alternative 3 with all

four factors combined
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the need of covering the road network. The alternative 3

with 57 % matching rate seems to balance the limitations

of the first two alternatives by showing the potential can-

didate RWIS locations across the whole province. It is

unknown how much of weight needs to be put on each of

the criterion discussed here to have an optimized RWIS

network, but it is clear that the proposed framework is easy

to apply when planning a RWIS network expansion by

introducing different weights to individual criteria based on

their importance.

This research can be extended in several directions.

First, VST and MST models can be improved by utilizing

a geostatistical interpolation technique such as kriging.

Several studies have found that kriging would provide a

better estimation than regression, especially when vari-

ables are spatially dependent on each other [15, 16].

Second, the use of LHRS needs to be improved since the

cells that do not have a reference point will have no data.

Third, methodical guidelines need to be established for

determining a number of RWIS stations to be allocated

within a cell. This is particularly important for DOTs

wanting to install more than one RWIS station within, for

instance, as used herein minimum spatial unit of 50 km2

to enhance and extend their monitoring capability and

spatial coverage. Finally, it is of necessity to establish

quantitative models for estimating the benefit of using

information from RWIS stations, with which a cost-ben-

efit based RWIS location optimization model can be

developed.
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